2014 Platinum Sponsor
a Designer or Architect on board, ensure
they have had new accessibility training.
Educational courses for design professionals
are being prepared now – but most Designers
are not yet aware of these changes. It is that
new. Not respecting these new standards
in planning work done today, could mean
expensive surprises and delays, in January.
Our discussions with government staff have
confirmed that we should be expecting
Ontario’s accessibility standards to get more
stringent with each new issue of the Building
Code. As the next Code is due out in 2016,
project owners may well want to build to a
slightly higher accessible standard now, than
required by current law, to ensure that their
facilities are not seen as obsolete, too quickly.

Same Great

Tenants and Landlords Both
Affected

New Look

Products, People & Services

These new changes will affect both Tenants
and Landlords. And landlords will need to
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make the necessary base building changes

service@magnumprinting.com

www.magnumprinting.com

as soon as construction is planned for any
floor. We feel confident that these upgrades
will become the new measuring stick for
organizations shopping for space. Potential

By: Lynn McGregor

Ontario’s New
Accessibility Laws
Current Knowledge of AODA is No
Longer Enough
We know that most legal firms will be
well aware of the importance of all AODA
standards, and the need to comply with
them, or face fines. But did you know that the
standards that will be affecting your office
facilities are just now being implemented?
Several sections of Ontario’s Accessibility
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Act have already been integrated, and well

tenants will compare possible locations based

publicized; such as Accessible Customer

on whether or not the base building provisions

Service, and Transportation. But there has

are accessibly compliant, or not. This is

been almost no public warning or promotion

important to remember when negotiating a

of the changes that will affect the Built

lease or when executing technical audits on

Environment. And they are eminent. As all

competing spaces. Owners and Managers of

office facility projects that are submitted

office space may want to take a pro-active

for a building permit, from January 1, 2015

approach, and get their buildings ready earlier

onwards, must comply with these new rules

than required by law, to keep their real estate

– we believe that some individuals will be

offering attractive in a competitive market.

facing surprises at the Plans Examiners office,

After all, why delay the inevitable?

come January.
Remember, you have new accessibility related
Being invited to participate in early stage

obligations to your staff and visitors; but your

Stakeholder Group reviews, has allowed us

Landlord also has related new obligations to

to appreciate the impact these accessibility

you.

changes will have on typical Law firm office
design. Although we are unable to summarize
the full impact of these new laws in this brief

Just Ten of the Changes that You
Should Know About:

article, we would like to provide TLOMA
members an idea of some of the specific

1. Every doorway that is located in a barrier-

changes that we believe will have the most

free path of travel shall have a clear

effect on you space. We would stress to

open width of 34”, (clear of door stops,

you that if you are contemplating bringing
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Ontario’s New Accessibility Laws

assistive devices, and often, handicapped 		

in washrooms have been amended to be 		

Continued...

individuals require a personal assistant 		

more effective for more people.

to be in the stall at the same time. These 		
hardware, etc.). Typical doors will now be 		

stalls will become larger to allow for a

larger, at approximately 38” in width; 		

larger clear turning radius, and specific 		

depending on the hardware depth. 		

“transfer space”.

And as doors will still require the 		

In Summary…
Although at first blush, it would logically
appear that these new requirements will

standard access space on the hardware 		

6. When an individual’s personal assistant is 		

result in needing considerably more space to

side of the door, this may well have 		

not of the same sex as he or she is 		

accommodate functional requirements - but

an impact on corridor widths.

(a spouse, for example), they are not able 		

this does not always need to be the case. We

to use the handicapped facility in the

know from experience doing test planning,

washrooms provided for a dedicated 		

that creative approaches can dramatically

door operators to be provided at the

sex. Private washrooms are now

reduce this increase. (…But that is the subject

entrance doors and entry vestibules of

mandated to address this, with a 			

of another report!)

most buildings, on all barrier-free 		

minimum of 1 per floor; our in

washrooms, and on all office suite

multi-storey buildings, every 3 floors, 		

Although we will all need to start thinking

entrances. And these controls must be 		

minimally. These universal, private

differently about how we use space, given

operable with a closed fist, not simply one

washrooms are not meant to replace

our aging demographic, we sincerely believe

hand.

the need for handicapped stalls in public 		

that these accessibility changes are most

washrooms; choice should be provided.

definitely for the good. Complying voluntarily

2. There is now a requirement for power 		

3. Tactile texture strips are now required 		
as a way of warning anyone who is 		

will help distinguish your firm as a responsible
7. All corridors in offices (including public 		

corporate

citizen.

And

complying

will

visually impaired of a change in the floor,

ring corridors provided by the landlord 		

eventually make Ontario a more competitive

be it a cut-out or a level change. These 		

on multi-tenant floors) will be required

and attractive region for many business

warning strips are to be placed back from

to provide the new wider turning radius 		

opportunities seeking a new, friendly region

the level change, not just on the edge of 		

for individuals every 30 metres (98.5 feet)

in which to reside.

the level change.

at a minimum. This would allow 			
individuals with assistive devices to 		

4. Broadly speaking, the spirit of the 		

turn around and change direction

proposed changes is to provide access in

without having to wheel more than 		

Lynn

a more ‘democratic’ way. Wherever

30 metres. But ideally, the corridors

(Fellow), IDC, IIDA, LEED AP, BCIN

possible, space would need to be 		

should be designed to be at least 		

27752, DIAC, BAC is a past president

designed to allow all people to access 		

1800 millimetres (71 inches) to allow 		

of ARIDO (Association of Registered

all areas. Even small areas such as

everyone to turn around at any point.

Interior Designers of Ontario), co-chair

hoteling stations will need to be designed

This also allows for easier passage 		

of its Legislative Review Committee

with the assumption that someone 		

of people going in the opposite			

and

using an assistive device will be using the 		

direction. This change would affect 		

representative of the profession to

station, with the same independence and 		

older buildings most and require that

the Governments “Building Advisory

dignity with which others use it. It is no 		

these accommodations are made when 		

Council”. She is also past chair of the

longer acceptable to plan one or two

planned renovations occur.

“Design Industry Advisory Committee”,

special workstations, of a larger size, to 		

McGregor,

the

BAAID,

government’s

ARIDO

appointed

created to help increase the global
8. The new amendment expands provisions 		

success of Ontario businesses through

individuals. And it’s very important to

for the visually impaired. As of January 		

the use of design. She has practiced

note that the turning radius of an 		

1st, 2015, all smoke alarms will be required

in the area of corporate architectural

assistive device has grown larger. So this 		

to have an audible and visual component.

interior design for more than 35

accommodate any handicapped 			

naturally will have a big effect on all 		
spaces.
5. Currently mandated handicapped stalls 		

years, and is design principal of the
9. Added to the code is a need to provide 		

The turning radius provided in stalls

Group,

founded

in men’s washrooms.

(www.mcgregordesigngroup.com)

10. Lastly, all mounting heights and 			
configuration of grabbars and accessories

is often inadequate for larger 			
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Design

in 1988, headquartered in Toronto.

in public washrooms are not large 		
enough for many people who need them. 		

McGregor

barrier free drinking fountains, and urinals
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